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Our Vision at Alabaré is a society where everyone has the opportunity
to live a fulfilling life.
Our Mission is to support people to find purpose, hope and meaning
in their lives, by providing
• Good quality accommodation - a safe home until they can find a
permanent home
• Professional support and advice - offering choice and explaining
consequences
• Training in life skills
• Care, compassion and respect – listening to their needs and
aspirations
• Support in overcoming the barriers they face in transforming their
lives
Our Values that lie at the heart of our work are

• Care for service users, who are often vulnerable and marginalised
• Compassion for those in difficulty or in distress
• Generosity in allowing people another chance

• Respect for all: valuing each person, their experience, opinions and
choices

Our Principles embodied in the professional nature of our work
• Integrity – expressed in honesty and reliability, transparency,
accountability and trustworthiness

• Inclusiveness – welcoming people from all backgrounds, treating
them fairly, recognising and valuing their distinctiveness as
individuals

• Empowerment – creating an environment which enables people
to take control of their own lives, by listening to them and offering
choice wherever possible

• Equality in the delivery of services to our service users and
employment of staff, and recognising and valuing the diversity of the
communities we serve.
• Collaboration in our enthusiasm for working in partnership with
others

The Founding Story

The origins of Alabaré Christian Care & Support

In 1985, in the early days of the Alabaré Christian Community, we had
moved to Wilton and established an ecumenical House of Prayer. We
had not been around very long when we received a phone call from the
local Baptist minister asking if we could provide accommodation for a
homeless man. My first reaction was one of total surprise and I was lost
for words. I recall asking, “Why us?” The response came, “Well, you are
a Christian Community, aren’t you?” This had never been a part of our
vision but we wanted to be truly ecumenical and work with the local
Christian churches so I heard myself saying “Yes.”
My wife came alongside and started asking me questions, so I enquired
a little further. To my horror I discovered that this homeless man was
an alcoholic man of the road. I immediately retorted, “Well, aren’t you
a Christian Community?” meaning his church, and he said, “Well, yes,
but we have all tried these past two years and no one else is prepared
to do any more”. You can imagine I felt even worse about what I was
committing my family to. I immediately began searching for excuses as
to why it was not be suitable. We had three young children all under five.
We were both working full time. We had no experience in this area.
In the end we took Bob in to live with us on the one condition he would
not drink while he was with us. Bob spent two years with us on and off
and became a great friend of the children. We discovered he was just
another man with a fist full of problems. On a good day he was great; on
a bad day it was difficult. Eventually Bob moved on to a treatment centre.
Within a week we were asked to take in an expectant mother whose
husband had been sent to jail. And so it continued until we felt we
could do no more. Our jobs and our family were too demanding to
afford the time that was necessary. After a year of prayer and reflection
we embarked on an Appeal to raise the funds to buy a home in which
we could accommodate these referrals. That was the birth of Alabaré
Christian Care Centres which later became Alabaré Christian Care &
Support.
Had we known at any stage along the journey what was in store for us
we would certainly have said no at every step. Why? We would not have
felt qualified. We would not have the time. But looking back God has
journeyed with us every step of the way, and we can see his hand at
work in the lives of so many people whom we have helped and who have
helped us.

John Proctor

What does it mean to say Alabaré is a Christian organisation?
Alabaré Christian Care & Support has its origins in a Christian Community
whose members were inspired by the Christian faith to take homeless
people into their homes. Our Founding Story is at the heart of what we are
as an organisation today.
But it is now a much larger organisation, and some of its staff and
volunteers do not see themselves as Christians. So what does it mean to
say Alabaré is a Christian organisation?
Our Board of Trustees met recently to discuss this and agreed this
statement.
We draw our inspiration from the life and teaching of Jesus Christ, his
death and resurrection. This inspiration energises and motivates us, and
sustains our commitment in the face of difficulties and setbacks.
We believe that every person is made in the image of God. So we are glad
to welcome people as service users, whatever their faith or none. In the
same way we are glad to work with people - staff, volunteers or partner
organisations - as valued colleagues, whatever their faith or none.
This belief underlies our vision that every person has the potential to enjoy
a fulfilling life and that this potential can be realised.
We commend the Christian faith primarily through practical action and
service to others.

As an organisation our core values are care, compassion, generosity and

respect for all. We commit ourselves as Trustees and call on all our staff
and volunteers to live and work by these values, which are common to
people of many faiths and none.
As an organisation we are alert to the spiritual dimension in people’s lives
and are concerned for their spiritual well-being as well as their physical,
social and emotional well-being. The appointment of Christian Chaplains
is an expression of this concern, but anyone in Alabaré (whatever their
faith tradition) may speak about their faith and spirituality as and when it is
appropriate to do so.
For further information, please contact:
Riverside House, 2 Watt Road, Salisbury, SP2 7UD
T. 01722 322882
E. enquiries@alabare.co.uk
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